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Bureaucracy And Democracy A Political Dilemma
An examination of the role of the citizen in a society in which specialized knowledge confers
power
Until now political scientists have devoted little attention to the origins of American
bureaucracy and the relationship between bureaucratic and interest group politics. In this
pioneering book, Daniel Carpenter contributes to our understanding of institutions by presenting
a unified study of bureaucratic autonomy in democratic regimes. He focuses on the emergence of
bureaucratic policy innovation in the United States during the Progressive Era, asking why the
Post Office Department and the Department of Agriculture became politically independent authors
of new policy and why the Interior Department did not. To explain these developments, Carpenter
offers a new theory of bureaucratic autonomy grounded in organization theory, rational choice
models, and network concepts. According to the author, bureaucracies with unique goals achieve
autonomy when their middle-level officials establish reputations among diverse coalitions for
effectively providing unique services. These coalitions enable agencies to resist political
control and make it costly for politicians to ignore the agencies' ideas. Carpenter assesses his
argument through a highly innovative combination of historical narratives, statistical analyses,
counterfactuals, and carefully structured policy comparisons. Along the way, he reinterprets the
rise of national food and drug regulation, Comstockery and the Progressive anti-vice movement,
the emergence of American conservation policy, the ascent of the farm lobby, the creation of
postal savings banks and free rural mail delivery, and even the congressional Cannon Revolt of
1910.
The bureaucracy is the fourth branch of government, often receiving attention in times of
emergency or when it is the object of criticism from the media or politicians. Less understood
is how bureaucratic institutions function in a democracy, both from an organizational
perspective and as institutional participants within the political arena. Drawing on rational
choice approaches, computationally intensive data and modeling techniques, and systematic
empirical inquiry, this original collection of essays highlights the important role
bureaucracies play in shaping public policy-making. The editors of and contributors to this
volume demonstrate not only the constraints political officials face in harnessing the
bureaucracy but, more important, how bureaucracies function as organizational entities in
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diverse contexts. George A. Krause is Associate Professor of Political Science, University of
South Carolina. Kenneth J. Meier is Charles Puryear Professor of Liberal Arts and Professor of
Political Science, Texas A&M University.
Publisher description
Technological Democracy
Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Hypocrisy
Controlling Bureaucracies
Economic Approaches in Political Science
Regulating Administrative Discretion in Japan
The Political Forms of Modern Society
First published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Argues for a more robust conception of responsibility in public life than prevails in contemporary democracies.
This book challenges the conventional wisdom that government bureaucrats inevitably seek secrecy and demonstrates how and
when participatory bureaucracy manages the enduring tension between bureaucratic administration and democratic accountability.
Looking closely at federal level public participation in pharmaceutical regulation and educational assessments within the context of
the vast system of American federal advisory committees, this book demonstrates that participatory bureaucracy supports
bureaucratic administration in ways consistent with democratic accountability when it focuses on complex tasks and engages
diverse expertise. In these conditions, public participation can help produce better policy outcomes, such as safer prescription
drugs. Instead of bureaucracy's opposite or alternative, public participation can work as its complement.
Introduction -- Bureaucracy and democracy -- Agency discretion -- The requirement of fairness -- Delegation -- Agency rulemaking
-- Agency investigationsand information collection -- Formal adjudications -- Accountability through reviewability -- Accountability
through accessibility -- Accountability through liability
Reputations, Networks, and Policy Innovation in Executive Agencies, 1862-1928
Bureaucratic Dynamics
Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Character
Bureaucracy Vs. Democracy in the Minds of Bureaucrats
Trust, Performance, and Governance in Modern States
Politics and Bureaucracy in the Norwegian Welfare State
"The author treats the classic problem of achieving democratic control over powerful bureaucracies very successfully
both by treating familiar material in a new and important way and by presenting new empirical evidence on the problem. .
. . This is the most sophisticated and systematic work on the subject. . . . exceedingly well written--succinct, direct, and
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even graceful."--Dale Rogers Marshall, University of California, Davis "The author treats the classic problem of achieving
democratic control over powerful bureaucracies very successfully both by treating familiar material in a new and
important way and by presenting new empirical evidence on the problem. . . . This is the most sophisticated and
systematic work on the subject. . . . exceedingly well written--succinct, direct, and even graceful."--Dale Rogers Marshall,
University of California, Davis
This project draws attention to a contemporary exaltation of competence and swift decision-making that emphasizes the
moment of executive power in democratic political practice and within democratic theory. Drawing on Weber’s concept
of rationalization and his opposition between the mentalities of the official and the politician, I develop a distinct
conception of bureaucracy as a mode of thought. Bureaucratic thinking involves the application of technical knowledge
and skills, with a claim to universality and objectivity, in order to produce results and promote consensus and social
harmony. I argue that this conception allows us to better recognize the contemporary diffusion of a flexible,
decentralized type of bureaucracy and situate it within the history of affinity and tension between bureaucratic and
democratic principles. I focus on a tradition within continental democratic theory, which tends to downplay politics by
replacing it with administration and regulation. French political theorist and historian Pierre Rosanvallon is its
contemporary representative, building on Hegel and Durkheim as well as Saint-Simon and Léon Duguit.
This anthology addresses several of the most central ideas in the field of public administration. These ideas are as
relevant to public budgeting as they are to performance measurement or human resource management. Collectively and
individually the essays explore what Dwight Waldo referred to as the ?political theories? of public administration: issues
that are ultimately unresolvable yet crucial to understanding the nature of public administrative practice. How can
democracy and efficiency be balanced? Can there be a science of administration? How should we think about
administrative accountability? What is the nature of the relationship between citizen and state? Is professionalism an
adequate mechanism for ensuring accountability? How efficient can or should bureaucracy be? What is proper
leadership by administrators hoping to address political democracy and managerial efficiency? This ASPA Classics
Volumes serves to connect the practice of public policy and administration with the normative theory base that has
accrued and the models for practice that may be deduced from this theory.
This study explores the link between democracy and bureaucracy using Japan as the critical case study. The research
question is whether competition by multiple principals creates opportunities for bureaucratic drift. This project
hypothesizes that policy settings including multiple principals (independent variable) are more likely to manifest
bureaucratic drift (dependent variable). At the same time, policy settings excluding multiple principals (independent
variable) are more likely to manifest less bureaucratic drift (dependent variable). Variation in agent discretion is the
critical effect of the independent variable (i.e., number of principals) on the dependent variable (bureaucratic drift).
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"Discretion" is "administrative decision-making absent directives from political principals." Evaluating the exercise of
discretion of administrators is feasible if one's evidence is primarily from the administrators themselves. To test these
hypotheses, therefore, this project adopts a research design based on a qualitative case study methodology. The case
studies include four of Japan's ministries: the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA), the Ministry of Land, Industry, Transportation, and Tourism (MLITT), and the Ministry of Health,
Labor, and Welfare (MHLW). Likewise, the role of the National Personnel Authority (NPA) in the administrative system is
also evaluated. Research participants include both participants in the Mike Mansfield Fellowship Program along with
NPA administrators.This study contributes to the extant corpus of research in a number of salient respects. First, this
project proposes a different dependent variable in that most studies are focused on administrative reform whereas the
focus here is on bureaucratic drift. Second, this project discusses the important effect of bureaucratic discretion. Third,
while relevant to the quality of the Japanese democracy in particular, these findings may be leveraged to a larger
conversation about the relationship between bureaucracy and democracy in the Asian context and perhaps beyond.
Finally, this project provides an explicit policy recommendation for contemporary Japanese politics proposing that
greater authority be delegated to administrative agents, albeit supervised by a powerful intermediary, to minimize
bureaucratic drift.
Frontiers in the Scientific Study of Bureaucracy
Power and Politics in the Fourth Branch of Government
The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy
An Anthropological Approach
Bureaucracy and Democracy in Labor Unions
Democratization and Bureaucratic Neutrality
Although everyone agrees on the need to make government work better, few understand public bureaucracy sufficiently well to offer useful suggestions,
either theoretical or practical. In fact, some consider bureaucratic efficiency incompatible with democratic government. Douglas Yates places the often
competing aims of efficiency and democracy in historical perspective and then presents a unique and systematic theory of the politics of bureaucracy, which
he illustrates with examples from recent history and from empirical research. He argues that the United States operates under a system of "bureaucratic
democracy," in which governmental decisions increasingly are made in bureaucratic settings, out of the public eye. He describes the rational, selfinterested
bureaucrat as a "minimaxer," who inches forward inconspicuously, gradually accumulating larger budgets and greater power, in an atmosphere of
segmented pluralism, of conflict and competition, of silent politics. To make the policy process more competitive, democratic, and open, Yates calls for
strategic debate among policymakers and bureaucrats and insists that bureaucrats should give a public accounting of their significant decisions rather than
bury them in incremental changes. He offers concrete proposals, applicable to federal, state, and local governments, for simplifying the now-chaotic
bureaucratic policymaking system and at the same time bolstering representation and openness. This is a book for all political scientists, policymakers,
government officials, and concerned citizens. It may well become a classic statement on the workings of public bureaucracy.
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The book focuses on the mutual implications of bureaucratic neutrality and democracy from the perspective of societies formerly under authoritarian
regimes. It explores the impact of democratization on bureaucratic neutrality as well as the implications of neutral bureaucracies for democracy. Theoretical
and conceptual dimensions of the subject are spelled out, and specialists discuss case studies from Eastern Europe, Africa, Latin America and Asia, therefore
compounding a broad panel of the challenges and opportunities confronting the democratization process throughout the world.
Claude Lefort is one of the leading social and political theorists in France today. This anthology of his most important work published over the last four
decades makes his writing widely accessible to an English-speaking audience for the first time.With exceptional skill Lefort combines the analysis of
contemporary political events with a sensitivity to the history of political thought. His critical account of the development of bureaucracy and totalitarianism
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe is a timely contribution to current debates about the nature and shortcomings of these societies. His incisive
analyses of Marx's theory of history and concept of ideology provide the backdrop for a highly original account of the role of symbolism in modern societies.
While critical of many traditional assumptions and doctrines, Lefort develops a political position based on a reappraisal of the idea of human rights and a
reconsideration of what "democracy" means today.The Political Forms of Modern Society is a major contribution to contemporary social and political
theory. The volume includes a substantial introduction that describes the context of Lefort's writings and highlights the central themes of his work.Claude
Lefort teaches social and political theory at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris. He was a founder, with Cornelius Castoriadis, of the
influential independent journal of the left, Socialisme ou Barbarie. John B. Thompson is Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Cambridge.
A timely new perspective on the impact of populism on the relationship between democracy and public administration.
How Populists in Government Transform State Bureaucracies
Managing Democracies in Turbulent Times
To what Extent are These Ideologies Compatible with One Another?
Bureaucracy and Democracy
The Political Theory of Anarchism
Bureaucracy, Democracy, Totalitarianism
The authors of this volume seek to dispel two powerful "myths of the bureaucracy" -- the belief that the federal
bureaucracy is unresponsive to government and the belief that democracy itself is imperiled by an out-of-control
bureaucratic process. Wood and Waterman contend that the process is in fact a highly dynamic and democratic one.
Offering readable case studies and well-paired figures and tables (presented in both technical and nontechnical fashion),
Bureaucratic Dynamics uses principal-agent theory to explain how the public policy system works. High-profile cases of
eight federal agencies from the EPA to the FDA and discussions of major legislation such as the Clean Air Act help the
authors provide a new perspective on the overall bureaucratic process for students and professionals of the bureaucracy,
public policy, administration, and government regulation.
Liberal democracy is at risk. Its hallmark institutions – political pluralism, separation of powers, and rule of law—are
coming under pressure, as authoritarian sentiment is growing around the globe. While liberal-democratic backsliding
features prominently in social science scholarship, especially the branches concerned with political parties and political
behavior, public administration research lags behind. However, without considering illiberal approaches towards the
executive, efforts of actual and aspiring authoritarians remain only partly understood. State bureaucracies are, after all,
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important instruments of power. This timely and important volume addresses the administrative implications of liberaldemocratic backsliding. It studies public administrations as objects and subjects in the context of illiberal dynamics. For
this purpose, the volume brings together an international group of scholars to analyze authoritarian tendencies in several
countries. The contributions combine theoretical with empirical work, providing the first comparative perspective on an
overlooked aspect of one of the most important contemporary political trends.
The book aims to explain the emergence of the Norwegian—and to some extent, the Scandinavian—welfare state in
historical and anthropological terms. Halvard Vike argues that particular forms of political grassroots mobilization
contributed heavily to what he calls “a low level of gravity state”—a political order in which decentralized institutions
make it possible to curtail centralizing forces. While there is a large international literature on the Nordic welfare states,
there is limited knowledge about how these states are embedded in local contexts. Vike's approach is based on an
ethnographic practice which may be labeled “in and out of institutions.” It is based on ethnographic work in municipal
assemblies, local bureaucracies, political parties, voluntary organizations, and various informal contexts.
What is the relationship between the composition of the public sector workforce and the nature of the society it serves?
Taking a comparative and analytical perspective, the authoritative and accessible chapters illustrate the salience of
representativ
Weberian Bureaucracy
Founding Thought
Bureaucratic Power, Democracy and Administrative Democracy
The Politics of Bureaucracy
The Role Of Bureaucracy In A Democracy
Making Policy Public

Applying a rigorously theoretical approach, Im (Kangwon National U., Korea) argues that bureaucrats have obtained policymaking
power owing to their specialization, technique and access to information. These bureaucrats tend to be without political ideology, a
propensity that Im argues is dangerous to democracy when found in a leader. Following a detailed analysis of bureaucrats,
bureaucracy, and two lines of political thought?liberal democracy and communism?Im proposes an alternative and improved
solution to current bureaucratic forms of power which he calls "administrative democracy". c. Book News Inc.
This book discusses some of the main challenges that arise in the management of modern democracies, with a focus on the role
of citizens and their perceptions of government. A theoretical and practical framework is suggested for dealing with some of the
most urgent problems that governments face today: the balance between bureaucracy and democracy and between political and
administrative concerns; the pressing economic concerns in a market-based, globalized knowledge society and the changes in the
relationship of trust amongst the players. At the heart of the analysis is the idea that running governments effectively means
settling the potential conflicts between all those who are involved in the governmental process and in the making of public policy
and public actions. The authors suggest approaches for strengthening
the trust in democratic institutions and cooperation between
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the main actors in the democratic sphere, without compromising on the need to ensure effective governance.
Public Administration: Power and Politics in the Fourth Branch of Government presents public administration through the lens of
politics and the policy-making power of the bureaucracy. By showing how the bureaucracy influences daily life, Smith and Licari
bring the field of public administration alive for students. This text dispels the myth that the study of public administration is boring
or irrelevant to students' lives by demonstrating just how deeply it pervades our lives. The authors focus on the bureaucracy--"the
fourth branch of government"--as a key ingredient in politics and policy-making. This approach is novel, but it accurately reflects
the true nature of public administration in America. This book examines our bureaucracy's considerable political power, where it
comes from, how it is used, and how it can be controlled. Major Features: * Unique focus on political and policy-making power.
This is the first public administration textbook to focus on the political and policy-making power of the bureaucracy. Without
abandoning coverage of more traditional topics, this approach is more compelling to students because it demonstrates just how
much influence the bureaucracy wields in our daily lives. * Highlights the tension between democracy and bureaucracy. A central
paradox at the heart of the political system is democracy's reliance on the very undemocratic bureaucratic institutions that
characterize the administrative branch of government. This text seeks to explain why and lay out the implications of that
dependency. * Details the role and legitimacy of public administration in a democracy. There is an uneasy and fascinating
relationship between the democratically elected leadership in government and the bureaucracies needed to carry out their
decisions. This tension forms a running theme throughout the book. * Solid multidisciplinary foundation. This book draws on
literature by the most important academics in the fields of both public administration and political science. * Readability. Smith and
Licari write in an engaging, informal style that is rich in lively examples and free of academic jargon. Key terms are included in a
glossary.
Bureaucracy is a much-maligned feature of contemporary government. And yet the aftermath of September 11 has opened the
door to a reassessment of the role of a skilled civil service in the survival and viability of democratic society. Here, Ezra Suleiman
offers a timely and powerful corrective to the widespread view that bureaucracy is the source of democracy's ills. This is a book as
much about good governance as it is about bureaucratic organizations. Suleiman asks: Is democratic governance hindered
without an effective instrument in the hands of the legitimately elected political leadership? Is a professional bureaucracy required
for developing but not for maintaining a democratic state? Why has a reform movement arisen in recent years championing the
gradual dismantling of bureaucracy, and what are the consequences? Suleiman undertakes a comparative analysis of the drive
toward a civil service grounded in the New Public Management. He argues that "government reinvention" has limited
bureaucracy's capacity to adequately serve the public good. All bureaucracies have been under political pressure in recent years
to reduce not only their size but also their effectiveness, and all have experienced growing deprofessionalism and politicization. He
compares the impact of this evolution in both democratic societies and societies struggling to consolidate democratic institutions.
Dismantling Democratic States cautions that our failure to acknowledge the role of an effective bureaucracy in building and
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preserving democratic political systems threatens the survival of democracy itself.
Bureaucracy in a Democracy
Dismantling Democratic States
Power, Legitimacy and Performance
Participatory Bureaucracy in American Democracy
Democratic Backsliding and Public Administration
Bureaucracy and Self-Government
In this new edition of his provocative book Bureaucracy and Self-Government, Brian J. Cook reconsiders his thesis regarding the
inescapable tension between the ideal of self-government and the reality of administratively centered governance. Revisiting his
historical exploration of competing conceptions of politics, government, and public administration, Cook offers a novel way of
thinking constitutionally about public administration that transcends debates about “big government.” Cook enriches his historical
analysis with new scholarship and extends that analysis to the present, taking account of significant developments since the
mid-1990s. Each chapter has been updated, and two new chapters sharpen Cook’s argument for recognizing a constitutive
dimension in normative theorizing about public administration. The second edition also includes reviews of Jeffersonian impacts on
administrative theory and practice and Jacksonian developments in national administrative structures and functions, a look at the
administrative theorizing that presaged progressive reforms in civil service, and insight into the confounding complexities that
characterize public thinking about administration in a postmodern political order.
Anarchism is a significant but relatively neglected of political thought. April Carter examines the anarchist critique of the state, of
bureaucracy, of democratic government and contrasts this attitude with more orthodox political theory. She also considers
anarchist theories and social and economic organization, the relevance of anarchism to contemporary conditions and the problems
of idealism in politics.
Although a powerful, independent bureaucracy poses a threat to democracy, it is indispensable to its proper functioning. This book
provides an overview of the complex relationship between bureaucracy and the politics of democracy and is essential reading for
students of sociology, political science and public administration. It is designed to guide students through the maze of classical and
modern theories on the topic, to give them basic information on the historical developments in this area and the present them with
case histories of the actual relationship between bureaucrats and politicians in democratic societies.
Most American citizens are quick to criticize federal bureaucracy for its size and inefficiency. They assume it has exceeded the
intent of our nation's founders; yet men like James Madison and Alexander Hamilton knew that good public administrators were
essential to good government. William Richardson here examines the origins, legitimacy, and limitations of public administration
from the perspective of the Founders' thought. He shows that these men—especially the authors of The Federalist—advocated an
energetic public administration as an essential component of government and even considered the emergence of a "natural
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aristocracy" of virtuous civil servants. The Founders would see the fault of today's federal bureaucracy, argues Richardson, not as
much in its size as in the character of its members. Richardson relates the Founders' belief that the nation should strive to produce
public servants committed to developing character traits, such as wisdom and moderation, that would exemplify the highest ideals
of the republic and thus ensure its survival. They anticipated some self-interest on the part of administrators, but believed it would
be held in check by public opinion and the political process. To test the success of the Founders' ideal, Richardson examines both
the character of administrators and the role of ethics in forming that character. He explores the various plans for educating public
leaders throughout American history and looks at how attitudes toward public administration have changed in this century, from
Woodrow Wilson's scientific ideal to recent proposals to downsize government. Among other suggestions, Richardson advocates
reforming existing institutions by emphasizing character. Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Character is an exercise in legitimizing
public administration, offering important insights into the Founders' thoughts that can be applied to today's debate over
government bureaucracy. Public administration may be problematic by nature, observes Richardson, but it is crucial to our form of
government. Through his analysis we can see that, while bureaucracy and democracy have long had an uneasy relationship,
neither can be effective unless we fully assess the place and purpose of character in the American regime.
Politics, Policy, and Organizations
Democracy, Bureaucracy, And The Study Of Administration
Dilemmas in Democratic Governance
Public Administration
Bureaucratic Democracy
Bureaucracy and Democracy (Routledge Library Editions: Political Science Volume 7)
"Aspects of modernity such as liberal democracy, legal rational bureaucracy and socio-economic
and political development usually go hand in hand. The development of liberal democracy is
contingent upon the existence of a legal rational, merit-based bureaucracy. Although Max Weber
was wary about the possible aberration that could result in bureaucracy taking over democratic
institutions, he did concede that the two phenomena of mass democracy and modern bureaucracy
develop in parallel. The concepts of individual liberty, delegated sovereignty, political
legitimacy and equality are results of modern man's ability to rationalize. To act upon the will
of the majority in a modern mass-democracy, legal rational bureaucracy emerged as its necessary
administrative tool. This important facet of political modernity, however, has largely [been]
ignored by democracy and development experts. The profound 'reassessment' of the role of
bureaucracy in the hope of curtailing fiscal crisis has resulted in extensive cutback programs
that have destroyed the core segments of bureaucracy. Despite billions of dollars pouring into
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regions of Africa and Asia, new democratic states have not been able to deliver 'good
governance.' Technically liberal democracy should facilitate modern bureaucracy but that has not
been the case as shown by so many studies in public administration. Instead, there has been a
conscious effort to stifle bureaucratic development in the belief that bureaucracy acts as a
hindrance to democratic development and economic growth. This 'tampering' may have resulted in
regimes that have either strong democratic regime traits with weak, formalistic administrative
institutions; or relatively modern administrative institutions with weak democratic regime
traits. The study assumes both that modern bureaucracy and liberal democracy start from the
nascent or under-developed state and proceed towards fully developed or consolidated state. Both
these phenomena are offshoots of political modernity and are co-existent. The study explores the
relationship between modern bureaucratic structures of government and liberal democracy. It
focuses on contradicting the institutional imbalance thesis which says that if bureaucracy
develops, democracy erodes, i.e., that developed, rational bureaucracy pose danger to budding,
new democracy."--Abstract.
In uneasy partnership at the helm of the modern state stand elected party politicians and
professional bureaucrats. This book is the first comprehensive comparison of these two powerful
elites. In seven countries--the United States, Great Britain, France, Germany, Sweden, Italy,
and the Netherlands--researchers questioned 700 bureaucrats and 6OO politicians in an effort to
understand how their aims, attitudes, and ambitions differ within cultural settings. One of the
authors' most significant findings is that the worlds of these two elites overlap much more in
the United States than in Europe. But throughout the West bureaucrats and politicians each wear
special blinders and each have special virtues. In a well-ordered polity, the authors conclude,
politicians articulate society's dreams and bureaucrats bring them gingerly to earth.
Given the influence of public bureaucracies in policymaking and implementation, Steven J. Balla
and William T. Gormley assess their performance using four key perspectives—bounded rationality,
principal-agent theory, interest group mobilization, and network theory—to help students develop
an analytic framework for evaluating bureaucratic accountability. The new Fourth Edition of
Bureaucracy and Democracy: Accountability and Performance provides a thorough review of
bureaucracy during the Obama and Trump administrations, as well as new attention to state and
local level examples and the role of bureaucratic values. ? New to this Edition: Interviews with
two new cabinet secretaries—Christine Todd Whitman and Tom Ridge—with insightful quotes from
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them throughout the book. Added material on the battle over regulations, a battle that will loom
large during the Trump administration, including midnight regulations and the Congressional
Review Act. New examples demonstrate the activity and influence of constituencies of different
kinds including the placing of women and minorities on US currency, a vignette that features the
musical Hamilton, and the political protests surrounding the Dakota Access and Keystone XL
pipelines. A new discussion of the privatization of roads, the pros and cons.
What is bureaucracy? Are people right to see it as synonymous with red-tape, feather-bedding and
inefficiency? Can it be controlled by politicians, or made more responsive to citizens? Is it
only confined to the public sector, or is it pervasive throughout all modern organizations?
These are only some of the questions addressed in David Beetham's concise and wide-ranging
study. This second edition provides a clear guide through the disciplines of economics,
sociology and political science, and through competing social theories, including structural,
cultural and rational choice approaches. It also offers its own synthesis which goes beyond
them. The second edition has been revised and updated in the light of recent academic and
political developments. For anyone who wants a lucid introduction to the meaning and
significance of bureaucracy, and its relation to democracy, this book is essential reading.
A Requisite for the Consolidation of Liberal Democracy
Democracy, Bureaucracy and Public Choice
Between Bureaucracy and Democracy
A Governance Perspective
Democracy and the Political in Max Weber's Thought
Bureaucracy

Max Weber is best known as one of the founders of modern sociology and the author of the
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, but he also made important contributions
to modern political and democratic theory. In Democracy and the Political in Max Weber's
Thought, Terry Maley explores, through a detailed analysis of Weber's writings, the
intersection of recent work on Weber and on democratic theory, bridging the gap between
these two rapidly expanding areas of scholarship. Maley critically examines how Weber's
realist 'model' of democracy defines and constrains the possibilities for democratic
agency in modern liberal-democracies. Maley also looks at how ideas of historical time
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and memory are constructed in his writings on religion, bureaucracy, and the social
sciences. Democracy and the Political in Max Weber's Thought is both an accessible
introduction to Weber's political thought and a spirited defense of its continued
relevance to debates on democracy.
Politics of Representative Bureaucracy
Reconsidering the Role of Public Administration in American Politics
Accountability and Performance
Ethics in Government, Business, and Healthcare
Bureaucracy in a Democratic State
Bureaucracy and Citizenry in the German Energy Debate
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